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President Hu Jintao of China 
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in Beijing. The flame was split 
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internationally over five 
continents and the other torch 
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» RIOTING IN TIBET 
Riots have erupted in Lhasa, 
the capital of Tibet, between 
the Chinese and Tibetan 
government over China's rule 
of Tibet. The riots are thought 
by the Chinese to have been 
incited by the Dalai Lama, 
according to the New York 
Times. 
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Before the sun had r i s ^pn the HillMy, dozens 
of people were moving into position. Plans that 
had been meticulously designed for over a year 
were finally going to see the light of day. 
By Jennifer Schmidt 
NEWS EDIT^jllf 
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^W^M\us| J)ring break to serve 
By Daniel Mart inez 
NEWS REPORTER 
f^PZh'ile^rimijy^iberty students took 
their spring break as an opportunity to 
go' home or to visit the beach, several 
dozen .students visited countries like. 
Bosnia, the Czech Republic, France 
and select parts of North Africa and 
Southeast Asia on missions trips. 
Partnering with missions organiza-
tions such as Crossworld, Christar, the 
International Mission' Board (1MB) 
and the Association of Baptists for 
World Evangelism (ABWE), Liberty's 
Light Ministries gave students and 
staff the chance to share their faith all 
over the world. 
"I have done several mission trips 
before," sophomore Ashley Meckley 
said. "But going to the other side of the 
world — to a closed country — is some-
thing I never thought I would get the 
chance, to do.^  
. Meckley was one of about 30 stu-
dents who went to Southeast Asia 
Their main goal, as junior Sarah 
Little said, "was to build relationships 
with the college students and also to 
share the meaning of Easter with all of 
them." 
Please see MISSIONS, A6 
Tra | | | | : 
* to end-^^fij!ness 
By Domin ique McKay 
' NEWSREPORTER.';'• 
Liberty University students 
dining hallafter. spring break dis-
covered that dining services has 
initiated what the splash page re-
fers to as a "trayless initiative." 
According to the fliers posted 
in the dining hall, Liberty Dining 
believes that removing trays is not 
only an effective way to minimize 
waste but also a means to encour-
age a Healthier eating style. 
"Liberty wastes 5,000-7,000 
pounds of food a week," resident 
marketing manager of Liberty 
Dining Services Liz VanWing: 
erden said. 
Troy Skora, a student manager 
at Reber Thomas, said that al-
though he had no part in the deci-
sion to remove the trays, he agrees 
it should prove effective. 
"Removing trays is a proven 
method of diminishing food 
waste," Skora said. "Waste is bad 
no matter how you look at it. Good 
stewardship includes eliminating 
"waste as much as possible." 
Please see TRAYLESS, A3 
need to read 
stories in 
iliilfilii^ed;^ 
The Hill examines Sen. 
Barack Obama's defense 
of Jeremiah Wright's 
outlandish comments 
Coach Danny Rocco and 
the Flames football team 
begin their quest for 
another successful season 
Sigma Tau Delta hosted 
a night to celebrate lit-
erature, complete with a 
battle of the books 
Lauren Boyd sings in front 
- i lo f i t& isands each week 
*^ | f f ip i is ts that her main 
audience member is God 
EVENING OF PERFORMANCE IN LITERATURE 
VERSUS MODEMS 
Km 11 H v . i i ! 
Unicorns to John Milton: English honor 
society hosts night of literary indulgence 
By Jennifer Schmidt 
NEWS EDITOR 
With subtle mcxxl lighting and a 
fair amount of unusual artifacts scat-
tered around the front of the room, 
the spring semester's Kvcning of Per-
formance in Literature both "enter-
tained and enlightened" an apprecia-
tive crowd on Thursday night. 
Sponsored by Liberty's Sigma Tau 
Delta (STD) chapter, the event was 
student-run but included presenta-
tions from students and faculty mem-
bers alike. Featured acts were ancient 
and modern pieces of literature, some 
more lighthearted than others. 
"Rhinoceros" by Eugene Ionesco 
was acted out by five students who 
elicited laughs with their fake ac-
cents and the repetitious nature of the 
script. 
Dr. Carl Curtis donned a special 
costume and became a thespian for 
the night. Along with his daughter. 
Katie Curtis, he and student Ben 
Dargon acted out a scene from the 
second act of "Richard II" where the 
king is on his deathbed. 
A unicorn, otherwise known as a 
"mythical beast" according to author 
James Thurber's story, was allowed 
entrance for the event, guided by 
the narration of Professor Kristina 
Schimmcls. 
Entitled "The Unicorn in the Car-
den," the piece ended with an ironic 
twist of fate and the wrong person be-
ing placed in a straightjacket. 
Demonstrating the broad range 
of the night, senior Natalie Bullock 
gave a reading from John Milton's 
"Areopagitica," an essay outlining the 
necessity of a free press. 
Shorter pieces, such as poetry by 
Robert Frost and Ogden Nash, were 
also included. 
In between acts, a wandering gui-
tar player, singing lines from various 
songs, kept the audience guessing and 
laughing throughout the night. 
Haley Williams and Melissa 
Madscn read a scene from William 
Congrcvc's The Way of the World," 
where their respective characters dis-
cussed necessary conditions for mar-
riage. The absence of nicknames such 
Carolyn Towles responded with "Lit-
any" by Billy Collins. 
The battle continued with stu-
dents quoting excerpts from ancient 
and modern pieces. 
T o be or not to be — that is the 
question," Haley Williams, fighting 
for the ancients, said. 
"What happens to a dream de-
terred?" Rehekah Waltmann, on the 
modern side, replied. 
Lauren Roth, surreptitiously scat-
"Wielding plastic light sabers and dressed in 
modern clothes, the student actors enjoyed a 
good reception when Hamlet was chastised 
for taking longer to die than everyone else." 
as "my dear" was one condition for the 
wife, who stated, "Odious men — I 
hate your odious provisos." 
Shakespeare was revisited again 
with a rewriting of the end of Mam-
let. 
Wielding plastic light sabers and 
dressed in modern clothes, the stu-
dent actors enjoyed a g<x>d reception 
when Hamlet was chastised for tak-
ing longer to die than everyone else. 
The ancient vs. modern theme 
culminated in a grand finale where 
quotes from ancient writers "battled" 
those of modern authors. 
English professor Dr. Karen Swal-
lown Prior began the verbal duel 
by reading "Pied Beauty" by Oerard 
Manlcy Hopkins. Her colleague Mrs. 
cd on the floor until the climax of the 
battle, stood to read from T.S. Eliot's 
Tradition and the Individual Tal-
ent." 
"No artist has his meaning alone," 
Roth read. "Set the moderns in con-
trast with the dead." 
STD president Suzanne Edwards 
closed the evening with an appro-
priate excerpt from Ccnc Edward 
Vcith's writing, which said. The pri-
ority of language must be absolute," 
and that alliteracy, or the absence of 
reading, must be confronted as much 
as illiteracy. 
"Promiscuous reading will lead to 
a free society," Edwards read. 
Contact Jennifer Schmidt at 
jschmidt@liberty.edu. 
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Live and in color: Annual Civil War 
Seminar entertains, enlightens 
By Natalie Lozano 
NEWS REPORTER 
History burls from both sides of 
the Mason-Dixon line met in DeMoss 
Hall to discuss the turning point of the 
Civil War at a seminar called, "Reaping 
the Whirlwind: The Battle of Gettys-
burg" from March 28-30. 
Since 60 percent of the Civil War 
battles were fought in Virginia, includ-
ing the battle for Lynchburg, which 
•saw 45,000 soldiers fighting in the Hill 
City, the location for the seminar could 
hardly be more appropriate. 
The 12th annual event was spon-
sored by the National Cijril War Chap-
lain's Museum and allowed attendees 
to hear from national speakers, enjoy 
food of the era and relive history. 
The conference presented the battle 
from a myriad of angles, including an 
analysis of both Union and Confeder-
ate leaders, an examination of the roles 
of specific groups and a discussion of 
both the pre- and post-battle actions. 
"(It's an) exhaustive look at the bat-
tle," Professor Kenny Rowlette said, 
adding that every speaker on the 2008 
agenda has published works on the 
Civil War. 
The 15 speakers included Civil War 
recnactors; professors from Liberty 
University, Texas Christian University 
and the University of Virginia; histori-
ans-, writers; and the president of the 
College of Southern Maryland. 
Friday began with the presenta-
tion of several awards honoring those 
who preserve the memory of the Civil 
War. Professors of Communication 
at Liberty, Drs. Darlene and Michael 
Graves, gave an original reading based 
on diaries of Gettysburg residents. 
The reading presented Lincoln's Get-
tysburg Address in context. 
After two keynote speakers, there 
was a brief question-and-answer peri-
od, allowing attendees to reflect on the 
tactics of Gettysburg and to determine 
whether Lcc retreated or simply "rede-
ployed in another direction." 
Saturday included presentations 
on a variety of topics related to Gettys-
burg, requiring participants to choose 
areas of interest. A few of the choices 
included Lee's Command Structure 
on the Second and Third Day, Black 
Confederates at Gettysburg, the Spiri-
tual Lives of the Commanders at Get-
tysburg, the Women of Gettysburg, 
and Pettigrcw's and Pickett's Charge. 
In addition to the educational ses-
sions on Friday evening and Saturday, 
the seminar included a period worship 
service Sunday morning at the Whor-
ley Prayer Chapel. Rev. Alan Farley 
preached a Civil War chaplain's ser-
mon entitled "A Refuge in the Storm." 
"I had to cut it down because the 
original sermon was about an hour and 
a half long," Farley said. 
For Rowlette, the co-founder of 
the Civil War Seminar and an associ-
ate professor of English at Liberty, the 
Friday night banquet was the best part 
of the weekend. 
"Dr. Brcnda Ayrcs decorated the 
(Grand I^ohby) like you wouldn't 
believe, and she picked period food, 
which (was) prepared by Sodexho," 
Rowlette said. 
The tables were decorated with 
teapots displaying flowers, sachets of 
potpourri and scrolls of the Gettys-
burg Address. In addition to the cur-
rent United States flag, the Confeder-
ate flag, the Virginia state flag and an 
1863 United States flag were displayed 
in the Grand I^obby. 
The 1863 flag featured only 33 stars, 
which included the southern states, de-
spite the fact that they no longer identi-
fied with the Union. 
"Of course, if they did (remove the 
stars), it would be in defeat of their 
cause," Amber Kamp, a senior at Lib-
erty and secretary to Rowlette, said. 
The Civil War-era fbod that Ayrcs 
had Sodexho prepare included Schnit/ 
und knepp (apples and ham) and dump-
lings, peas and pearl onions, beets and 
pineapple, and peach cobbler. 
Ayrcs and the Liberty University 
Victorian Society made the breakfast 
for Saturday morning, which consisted 
of hardtack, Johnnycakes, cinnamon 
flop, Moravian ginger cookies and 
applesauce cookies. 
Victorian Society member Brandi 
Hatfield attended the. seminar for the 
second time and enjoyed "speakers that 
I wouldn't otherwise hear." 
Hatfield is a history major at Liberty 
who volunteered at the Cincinnati Mu-
seum Center, doing first-person inter-
pretation, which requires dressing like 
a historical person and knowing his or 
her life well enough to talk to people as 
if you really were them. 
Jo Lovett, also of the Victorian So-
ciety, was involved in her high school's 
history club and participated in a re-en-
actment at Harper's Ferry, where she 
also did first person interpretation. 
"I love this time period (with) the 
beautiftil costumes and the etiquette," 
Lovett said while wearing 19th century 
attire at the seminar Saturday. 
Lovett is not alone. Re-enactments 
of the Civil War are a national pastime, 
enjoyed as far away as Washington and 
Idaho, according to students Rene Pi-
etsch and Cody Turner, who both re-
enact in their respective home states. * 
Re-enacting is different in Wash-
ington, however, because "Virginia is 
where the war actually happened and 
lots of people re-enact and know about 
it," Pietsch said. 
Those wanting to learn more about 
the Civil War should take advantage 
of next year's conference and the fact 
that the seminar is now free to Liberty 
students. Rowlette hopes that "maybe 
next year the idea that (the seminar) is 
free will take hold." 
The 2009 Civil War Seminar will 
focus on movies that have been made 
about the Civil War. 
Contact Natalie Lozano at 
nalozano@liberty.edu. 
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I (literally) want to rock and roll all night 
'The people who play instruments get sore hands 
and legs. Everyone suffers permanent hearing loss. 
Rock Band is amazing — so amazing that I stayed 
up until 8 a.m. the next morning playing it." 
By Brandon Gallagher 
NEWS REPORTER 
In case you have been living under a shell 
(or in the I jbcrty "bubble"), you probably 
arc not familiar with the video game (Juitar 
} Icro. It is a game in which the player uses a 
guitar-shaped controller to simulate the act 
of playing guitar by punching color-coded 
buttons in time with the music. I have al-
ways thought this game was lame, and that 
the people who played it were losers. I like 
guitars; I have five of them. I can't play a 
single song. It doesn't matter. I laving five 
"real" guitars, regardless of my total lack of 
guitar playing ability, is way cooler than be-
ing able to thrash on a small-ish plastic one. 
I was happy in life, glowing with my 
usual bcttcr-than-cvcrybody else attitude, 
until one cold winter day when my friend 
Trent called me on the phone to tell me he 
tricked his girlfriend into wasting her Tar-
get gift cards she got for Christmas on the 
new video game Rock Band. 
Rock Band is like (Juitar Hero, only you 
get to play pretend drums and there is a mi-
crophone so you can sing. If you have an 
extra fake guitar laying around, you can also 
have a bass player. I was mildly intrigued 
with his new acquisition. I have always 
wanted to be a lead singer, mainly because it 
comes naturally to me and things like hand-
cyc coordination and rhythm do not allow 
mc to play actual musical instruments. I ac-
quiesced to his invitation to come over and 
play Rock Band only on the condition that 
I was the lead singer. These demands were 
met, and I headed over to his basement, 
where the game was set up. 
Trent ami Jessica, his girlfriend, had al-
ready created the three of us as characters 
in the game. Trent was named Hkxxhvulf, 
Jessica's name was (tan and my name was 
Mick (iallagher. We had to come up with a 
name for our band. This is a very important 
decision. If the name wasn't something I 
totally could totally dig. I would not be able 
to lead our band to the top — whatever the 
top is. The name we settled on was Nuns-
\-Roses. 
My character in the game looked a lot 
like I do in real life. It had cool hair: it was 
skinny; it wore jeans. It should also be not-
ed that I have much greater muscle tone in 
the game, and I have much better moves on 
screen. (Not that I dance or anything in real 
life. That would be against the rules.) 
The game starts out with the band play-
ing gigs in clubs and smaller venues in a 
major U.S. city. We have a few songs to 
chcx)sc from, and if we rock enough, and 
the crowd digs us. wc can make enough 
money to get a bus and travel to other cities, 
unkx-'king more songs as we go. The more-
fans we gain, the more money we get. and 
as wc move on to more cities, we can even-
tually afford to travel to I^ondon. and then 
wc will be famous. Just like it happens in 
real lite. 
BloodWulf is an excellent guitarist, and 
(Jem is a tight drummer. The singing is 
pretty cool. You have to hit the right pitch 
and come in and out at the right times to 
score well. This is easy if you know how to 
sing, which I do. The hard part is singing 
over someone bearing plastic drums so loud 
that you can barely hear the music. 
The teamwork element really makes the 
game fun. Kvcryonc is swearing and out of 
breath at the end of each song. You have to 
pound ice water to keep from dehydrating. 
The people who play instruments get sort-
hands and legs. Everyone suffers perma-
nent hearing loss. R(x,-k Band is amazing 
— so amazing that I stayed up until S a.m. 
the next morning playing it. 
Jessica went home at a normal hour, but 
Btoodwulfand I couldn't stop. It was about 
the fifth time through the Bon Jovi song that 
my voice gave out tor g<xxl. My throat hurt. 
My eyes burned. My shirt was soaked. I re-
alized being a r<x.-ker was hard. Bkxxhvulf 
and I had grown distant. Wc were arguing 
more. Our hearts just were not in it. We 
decided to quit rather than sell out and just 
do it for the money. Money at this point had 
caused us nothing but pain and heartache. 
We were losing fans anyway. They always 
turn on you in the end — just ask Michael 
Jackson. 
The next day I woke up with the same-
sore throat I went to bed with and a split-
ting headache to go with it. I could barely 
talk all day. It was at that moment that I re-
alized three things: (a) I am not quite ready 
to be in a real band, (b) I am not as cool as 
I previously had believed and (c) I want to 
do it again. Since I quit the band, I went 
out and bought (Juitar I lero 111 so I could 
learn to play pretend guitar and be less de-
pendent on other people's talents, and as 
soort as I can figure out how to play drums 
with my toes, I am going to buy Rock Band 
and go out on a.solo tour. 
Contact Brandon Gallagher at 
bmgallgher@liberty.edu. 
TRAYLESS: Dining hall removed trays to curb waste and promote healthy eating 
Continued from A1 
On Liberty Dining's splash page-
post, dining services explained that this 
is a step to enhancing the value of Lib-
erty's dining program and has allowed 
it to re-direct resources to other activi-
ties that will enhance the dining expe-
rience for snidents rather than spend-
ing them on what it costs to dispose of 
waste. 
The money saved will go back to 
the dining program," VanWingcrdcn 
said. 
One of the events this money will 
be used for is the "Reber Gives Back" 
event, aeording to VanWingcrdcn. On 
April 24. Liberty Dining Seniees will 
be closing up their American Road 
Trip themed night scries with a Yel-
lowstone National Park theme dinner 
featuring grilled chicken and steak. 
As for the students, Skora said he-
found many of them protesting the din-
ing hall's decision due to the fact that 
going traylcss is a major inconvenience 
for them. 
"Although I do think it saves energy, 
I don't like the taking away of the trays 
because I only have two hands, and 
without a tray I simply cannot earn ev-
erything." said junior Liz Mizer. 
Skora says he sees the removal of 
trays as a small sacrifice for the sni-
dents in comparison to the display of 
good stewardship this decision has 
demonstrated to many of the dining 
hall's employees. 
"As a former student, I know it may 
not be convenient," VanWingcrdcn 
said. "I hope that snidents see the big-
ger picture and just make the best of 
it." 
.According to VanWingerden, a 
number of other instimtions including 
Colby College, Harvard University 
and the University of Massachusetts 
have implemented this program with 
great success. If this idea experiences 
similar success at Liberty, the dining 
hall will remain traylcss. 
"This idea is a little bit newer, so 
we are on the eutting edge," VanWing-
crdcn said. 1 
Contact Dominique McKay at 
dgmckay@liberty.edu. 
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Hill 
From the editorial board 
A constant narrative surround-
ing the Sen. Barack Obama's 
campaign is that Obama is a 
post-racial candidate, miming 
as the antithesis of Jesse Jackson 
or Al Sharpton. Because of this, 
the narrative goes that the mere 
election of Obama will help temper 
racial tension. His victory will 
begin a new and needed national 
conversation on race. In fact, even 
conservatives have been willing to 
give Obama credit for refusing to 
practice demagoguery. Aside from 
the merit of his policies, he at least 
advocates his plans for all America, 
rather than for specific identity 
groups. 
The juxtaposition of this narra-
tive, with the revelations of the na-
ture of ()bama's church, has been 
enormously disappointing. While 
acknowledging that it would be 
disingenuous to disparage Obama 
through "guilt by association" with 
his pastor, his decision to attend, 
actively support and seek mentor-
ing from Trinity Church deserves 
examination. 
The videos of ()bama's pastor. 
Rev. Jeremiah Wright, yell-
ing expletives have been widely 
discussed. So has the video of 
Wright gleefully justifying y/n as a 
deserved punishment for,America, 
ecstatically describing the attack as 
"chickens coming home to roost." 
What is less known to many is 
that Wright has also proclaimed 
that"the (.American) government 
lied about inventing the HIV virus 
as a means of genocide against 
people of color. The government 
lied." There is no reason to ques-
tion Wright's sincerity, and he has 
never recanted these remarks. He 
tally believes the U.S. government 
created AIDS to kill minorities. 
Further, op-eds published on 
the "pastor's page" of the Trinity 
bulletin have included opinions 
from Hamas ministers and other 
radicals who claim that Israel has 
tried to create an "ethnic dirty-
bomb" that would only kill Arabs. 
This is disconcerting on mul-
tiple levels. ()nc, this gives a strong 
message to the church. If the 
congregation believes that the U.S. 
government created Al OS as a 
means to eradicate people of color, 
then such knowledge may affect 
the church's civic involvement 
But more disturbingly, this is 
not just hateful. This is insanity. 
Sincerely believing that America 
created AIDS to kill minorities 
shows more than hatred. It shows 
utter madness. 
Christians should note the 
theological foundation of Wright's 
church. The black liberation 
theology's founder was James 
("one. who also served as a mentor 
anil inspiration to Wright. Cone 
described his black liberation 
theology xs such: "If (iod is not for 
us and against white people, then 
he is a murderer, and we hail better 
kill him. The task of black theology 
is to kill gods who do not belong to 
the black community." 
Examining Wright's comment 
is relevant because his relation-
ship with ()bama went beyond 
association. ()bama has been an 
active member of Trinity United 
(Ihurch for 20 years. The title of 
his best-selling book. "The Audac-
ity of I lope." is taken from one of 
Wright's sermons. Wright mar-
ried the ()bamas and baptized 
their children. Further, although 
()bama gave almost no money to 
charitv before he ran for Senate 
i less than 1 percent of $1.2 million), 
his did make a significant donation 
to the Trinity United (Church. 
If anyone had the credibility to 
confront Wright, it would have 
been ()bama. I Ic did not. The 
consequences of that decision 
remain unseen for now. 
KIMMIE CARES: Helping 
children of cancer patients cope 
Klmmle comes in Asian American, African-American 
Native American, Latin American and Caucasian. 
Change Kimmfe's Appearance 
. 
By John Davis 
OPINION WRITER 
Cancer. Just the word 
alone strikes fear and recalls 
vivid memories for anyone 
who has had their world torn 
by this ferocious disease. I. 
too, have felt the effects as my 
mother's life was claimed by 
lung cancer in 2004. 
I remember taking her 
to treatment and being torn 
apart on the inside by how her 
features changed, her weight 
decreased and her beauti-
ful head of hair shrunk to a 
mangy coif. 
But imagine how young 
kids struggle with the chang-
es to their parents physical 
appearance. That is why the 
Partners For A (Aire Foun-
dation uses Kimmie Cares 
dolls to explain the physical 
changes their parents may go 
through during cancer treat-
ment. 
The Kimmie Cares doll 
was named for its creator 
Kim Ciocbcl. Cocbel was di-
agnosed with cancer at age 43 
and decided she did not want 
it to damage her vitality for 
life. 
She continued to be active 
in the community and became 
an advocate of many cancer 
organizations. 
Although she had no 
kids of her own, (Jochcl was 
saddened by the stories of 
women she would meet while 
receiving cancer treatment. 
The biggest issue they faced 
was how to explain to their 
children what was happening 
to them. 
With those issues on her 
heart. Goebcl created a book 
and a doll that would case the 
pain of cancer on a family and 
bring mother and child closer 
together. Her brainchild, the 
Partners For A Cure Foun-
dation, has a mission to sup-
port the emotional needs and 
well-being of individuals with 
cancer. 
The Kimmie Cares doll 
comes in all different nation-
alities. Where the doll shines 
is in the way her appearance 
can be changed. Kimmie 
comes with long hair, which 
is common among women 
before they arc diagnosed. 
Then her hair goes to bald 
with a scarf, to represent af-
ter treatment. Then there is 
a short cut that shows Kim-
mie after the cancer goes into 
remission and her hair starts 
growing back. 
The book looks to explain 
to kids that sometimes moth-
ers get sick. It also addresses 
ways to take care of mommy 
and the changes that will 
happen to her body. lastly, 
the book encourages kids to 
share their feelings about the 
disease to help strengthen the 
family bond. 
When my family was deal-
ing with my mothers case, 
I can remember my young 
cousins were afraid to touch 
her and silenced by her con-
dition. This doll would have 
made it easier to explain it to 
them. I purchased a doll now 
anyway so I can explain to my 
children why their grandma 
passed away so young. 
There arc tons of ways 
people can get involved in the 
fight against cancer. One of 
the best things people can do 
is to learn about the disease, 
so that if someone they know 
is diagnosed, they can relate 
to his or her symptoms. 
Ixarn more about Kim-
mie Cares or Gocbcl's foun-
dation by loggi ng on to www. 
kimmicearcs.com. 
Contact John Davis at 
jhdavis2@liberty.edu. 
Dude, where's my tray! ? 
By Jen Slothower 
COPY EDITOR 
This week, the Reber-Thomas Dining Hall re-
moved its trays from the dining premises. Little 
fliers adorned the motley walls of the cafeteria, but 
most students did not take the time to read the ex-
planation of why the trays were missing (something 
about saving money and eating less). 
Instead, general chaos broke out in the winding 
cafeteria lines, punctuated by griping not heard 
since the monogram first found its way to Liberty 
Mountain. 
One student in the computer lab hastily printed 
up "Have you seen me?" signs with an image of trays 
displayed on them — either a student greatly dis-
turbed by the lack of trays or a student not paying 
his own printing bill. 
Football-player-sized students looked at the uten-
sil racks in shock, opening and closing their mouths 
once or twice then blinking hard when no words 
could help the situation. 
Near the soda machines, high-maintenance fe-
males filled one cup to the brim with a beverage, 
then another, then stopped because they could only 
carry two choices back to their booth. 
Some realized that three could lie carried at once 
with careful maneuvering, and some — convinced 
they would not be defeated — stalked back and 
forth in an angry gait, finding a way to make sure 
they could have all five of their drink selections. 
Other students, however, remain unsure what the 
big fuss is all about. Last year, huge, beautiful trays 
clustered at every stop — trays big enough to hold 
at least three plates plus silverware and a glasses of 
both milk and soda. This year, however, tyranny 
nirned the tables when the dining hall received a 
beautiful remodeling down to every last detail — in-
eluding the detail of the trays. The old, large trays 
disappeared — who knows where — and in their 
place sat a tiny, miniature, light blue trays. 
These new trays denied common sense. Even the 
most creative eater could not find a way to fit more 
than a large plate, a small plate and the respective 
utensils and cups in its miniature holding space. 
Relegated to fitting less on the trays, students found 
the challenge of picking and choosing a little of ev-
erything became as much fun as a Sodoku puzzle. 
Now. however, even that tiny decency has de-
parted as the minianirc trays themselves have been 
removed. The students are not necessarily eating 
less. Instead, they are making countless nips to and 
fro in the dining hall, grabbing a spoon here and a 
plate there, muddying the fl(x>r over and over, and 
raising the stress level ever so high. 
A few sneaky snidents have wandered over to the 
tray renirn — if it can be called that anymore — and 
nabbed a couple of the placeholder trays off the rack 
to use for their own convenience, an action met with 
more than a few disapproving glares. 
Smdents have been left to wonder what will be-
come of the mountains of trays left unused — both 
the big, practical kind and their laughably small 
counterparts — and whether this new practice will 
help them eat less in the long run or just circle back 
around for another brownie, another pizza, anoth-
er.... 
No matter how much g<x>d this new measure will 
bring to the university, the dismissal of the trays has 
obviously caused quite a stir among smdents. Such 
a small inconvenience has caused a small uproar, 
and one has to wonder what will happen next — 
picket lines, sit-ins or refusal to cat, perhaps. Who 
knew that trays would be the thing to push smdents 
over the edge. 
In the grander scheme, however, this reaction 
calls attention to the tendency of complaining from 
people whenever slighted, even in small matters. 
Liberty has presented legitimate arguments to re-
move the trays, but so far smdents have found it 
easier to protest — even in comical ways — as they 
would rather have their dessert and dinner on a tray 
together than support a cause that brings some in-
convenience. 
Contact Jen Slothower at 
jrslothower@liberty.edu. 
A Tad Askew 
By Will Mayer 
OPINION EDITOR 
Spring is here. I can tell because my homcow 11-
er's xssociation covered our community's flowerbed 
with mulch this pxst Saturday. The pungent smell 
assaulted my nostrils as I opened our screen door. 1 
was on my way to purchxse a new storage container 
to replace an old one that hail broken. 
It was more of an excuse to get out of the house 
than it was a meaningful errand. My wife Aimec and 
1 have been exceedingly stressed lately with money 
issues, changes at work and our efforts at school. 
Being locked in our little townhousc together with 
all that negative energy had really put us at odds 
that morning. So. it was for the sake of us both that 
I headed out on that "important" errand Saturday 
morning. 
But the appearance of the new bed of mulch, 
coupled with the huge crowd swarming across the 
Lowe's parking lot, prompted me to stop in and 
browse the rows of plants and flowers in the nurs-
ery. 
The fact that I felt slightly out of place in my 
black IKXKICII sweatshirt was drowned out by the 
collective positive attitude of people examining the 
foliage as if they were professional botanists or at 
least people who held minors in hoitieulnirc. So, I 
gathered up a few plants I liked and a few flowers 
I thought Aimec would find pretty' and waited pa-
tiently in line. 
After cheeking out, I made my way to my Jeep 
to struggle with attempting to load my purchases 
into the back through a tailgate that refuses to stay 
open on its own accord. But thanks to a helpful 
hand from a g(X)d Samaritan who held the tailgate 
open for me, I managed to pack the plants securely 
enough to make it home — which is all of a quarter 
mile away. 
In the few years Aimec and I have lived in our 
home, we have never gotten around to planting a 
garden before, but when I got home, she and 1 be-
gan planting our pair of tiny spruce trees, two lil-
ies, a dozen snap dragons and a few other flowers 
amidst our small squadron of garden gnomes. The 
whole of it preceded without a word of argument 
about where to place the plants or how much dirt 
to mix with our planting soil, just a bit of sweat and 
smiles. 
Somewhere between browsing the rows of plants 
and kx)king out to the garden that night from be-
hind our all-to-suburban screen d<x>r, the stress 
just faded away as a small sense of accomplishment 
crept into its place. 
That night, xs Aimec and 1 smiled at each other 
overkx>king our newly planted garden, I realized 
that maybe all our relationship — our lives - need-
ed was a little bit of newly spread mulch to spark the 
motivation to improve our situations. 
Contact Will Mayer at 
swmayer@liberty.edu. 
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commentary. "Death ertds a life, not a relationship." Robert Benchley 
Remembering Mo: A personal tribute to a friend 
I'limo PKovniKi) 
By Jen Slothower 
COPY EDITOR 
Just before spring break, I lost a 
friend — a man cut down in the prime of 
his youth for reasons unknown. By vol-
umes of time or record of conversation. 
he would not seem to be a close friend 
of mine, but in him I found something 
that so few friends ever really give: kind-
ness, encouragement, a friendly spirit 
— even though I deserved none. 
Moises Martins, a biblical studies 
major at Liberty University from Por-
tugal, via the Word of Life Bible In-
stitute, died at 22 in the cool hours of 
the morning of March 13. I was driving 
through the windy mountain roads of 
Virginia on my way home for vacation 
when I heard. Although I had 12 hours 
to contemplate the simple bits of news, 
I needed only a few minutes once I 
steered back on the road, hands shak-
ing, before I knew what I wanted to say 
about this man. 
In retrospect, I can sec Mo so clearly 
for what he was. He was a servant, an 
encourager, a friend; he was a Christ-
like picture of kindness. This is not to 
say that Moises was an exalted being, 
perfect in any way, for no one is. But 
he did reflect Christ very well in many 
ways. 
When I met Mo at the Bible Insti-
tute, I had chips all over my shoulders 
from who knows what, spurring me 
to be a rather nasty person in many 
regards — unbeknownst to me at the 
time. No matter how I treated him, 
however, he always showed kindness 
in return. I^ong before I had apolo-
gized or even hinted that I had erred, 
he was kind. 
I ran into him so many times this se-
mester — a rare feat at Liberty, where 
swarming masses during class time 
usually keep you from crossing paths 
with friends unless you plan it. He was 
always willing to give a smile in return 
to any greeting, and I in Uiiri began to 
make it a point to sec him at basketball 
games, where he always took the time-
to talk. I would also ain into him dur-
ing the evenings when he met with the 
athletes. He knew so many by name. 
Moises could be found tutoring 
long hours, neglecting his own work at 
times, or passing a basketball to guys 
taking shot after shot from all over the 
Vines Center. 
Mo had so much left to live. I Ic told 
me once about his burden for Portu-
gal, about how people there need gotxl 
Christian leadership. A leader himself 
in word and deed, I remember him tell-
ing me how he was just trying to get 
through his general courses — espe-
cially American history — so he could 
do what he loved. 
your stuff is the best you can do in any 
field. The Christ part, however, has 
been something that has tormented me 
since my first memory of life on earth. 
With all the instruction in the Bible, I 
still find it terribly difficult to live life 
like (Ihrist every day. 
If I died today, perhaps I would be 
remembered for my hard work, my po-
U 
In retrospect, I can see Mo so clearly 
for what he was. He was a servant, 
an encourager, a friend; he was a 
Christ-like picture of kindness. 
My favorite, however, was Monday 
evenings, when I would stumble out of 
the school newspaper office after slog-
ging through multiple drafts of our 
illustrious publication. For some rea-
son, I always ran into him then. Some-
times he would take a peak inside the 
office or grab a copy of the paper, but 
usually he and I would just make small 
talk. I Ic had no reason to be kind to 
me, but he was — and I know I was not 
the only one. He lived as a loyal friend 
to many. 
For about the past year, I have been 
working on a senior thesis about (Chris-
tians in journalism, a how-to packed 
with research and musings of my own 
on how a (Christian could both succeed 
and be a picture of (Christ in the secu-
lar world. The success pan was easy. 
Hard work, dedication and knowing 
95 
tential to succeed, or my various abili-
ties — who knows. I do know, how-
ever, that no one would remember me 
for having a (Christ-like spirit of kind-
ness, for instead busyness and goals of-
ten rule my life. No one, however, will 
make that mistake with Mo. 
When Jesus (Christ came to earth, he 
gave us ajove we do not deserve. It is 
through his power that we can gain a 
compassion to share with others, giving 
them kindness they may not deserve, 
thus showing them a true, earthly pic-
ture of Christ. 
Mo practiced kindness to an unde-
serving me, and it is by that kindness 
that I wish he will be remembered. 
Contact Jen Slothower at 
jrslothower@liberty.edu 
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^^^^^^^mbersfmissed the 
^^^^fe:e'ign nations theyvis-
celebrate t f i e j H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t h ^ h e - | 
| a B ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s f i a 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
^^^Kj3s6^^^OT^^tec tea ? ' 
^plf^l^e^AU^wejlriaTO-in' 
wl^l5SpiQa\yT^,Jcsp*Ls?\ as 
^grSit,boniy^i[ectfe^aid*f I; 
^^Cffip^^^raJMy^ffld^mx^ 
^j]T^egg^^re,pjan^o)i^pjg 
pie's hearts who had never heard 
^h|piarne of Jesus befoj^gKg 
"We hadr(iiisie|§n^sihgi.i^ 
in English and Czech," Donald 
said. "Our-te^ffi^rnbj^^^^l 
able to p r e a c R * g ( ^ ^ ^ ^ t o ^ ^ 
and help w j t i ^ ^ ^ B i l ^ ^ ^ H 
^ p music.py?*g; 
Back at-jfeiber00^^hose^ 
\\'ho*\\einjspolre?f()ndl\^abbut^ 
pfe<|j|tii'ps and their d ^ i r e l ^ ^ ^ 
iHillllil 
^y^E\\()iild go ba'cluiri^ hearth 
' beat," Mecklefe^d|of Southeast 
^^^^^>uragedf ' ^^Wg-MsSk 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ x ^ e r i e n c e ; d | ^ ^ ^ m ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ H g h t u s c l o s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J 
^^^amil \ igf i^od^^^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s f p o s s i b l e t o 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p r § * a n d npt f t fa^^^^ 
heart broken for t f i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g 
ffsaiaJl^^jhad j ^ wSyppSjSJDJM 
ties to e n c P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ S 
*|raw^cou.i|^i'r4ajt^ts^(ffu^^M 
Continued from A1 
He looks like the Portuguese version of a typical 
-California surfer guy, minus the blond hair. Mo 
was tall, with dark, spiky hair, and a deep tan 
indicating those long hours spent at the beach. 
Mo's most engaging feature was not those 
dark good looks — it was the million-watt smile 
•that often found its way onto his face. A quick 
glance through just a handfurof Facebook 
pictures reveals the joy that Mo lived life with. 
There he is playing basketballj|||nlh he loved, 
smiling the whole time. TheJelneSiis standing 
between two girls, trying his hardest to pull off 
the "Top Gun" look injihjfniirroredaviators, but-
failing to restrain a grin pulling up the corners 
of his mouth. There he is with Profess'qJfe^^B 
Honeycutt, d n p p j j ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t e 
James BAv^^^^^^^^^^^^d^^^m 
still smiling all the^Mj||ps§ 
Did you^o^^^^^^m^^^^^^^m 
Usually talkati^^^^^raiefgd^p^^^^^^TO 
"He w a s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f f i n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
ing stuff in," JJ^^^^mM^M 
^ ^ " ' ^ t S i ^ ^ I ^ ^ o T n ^ h i qifghHvIrcylljtg 
had an o p p o r t u h i t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^flucncv^mfev^h^j^^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i s u\^ r^ra>ldjlvi^^^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ 3 to s h a r e f h ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g 
^ S l l o n e y ^ ^ ^ ^ R h ^ ^ ^ T O m ^ ^ ^ m j ^ ^ ^ ® 
p p ^ ^ ^ a i ^ f f i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ & ^ ^ r a 
sstup^rcjoni:^^ 
^ ^ H e > w i s ^ ^ O T ^ ^ ^ ^ q ® ^ S f f l ^ ^ ^ ^ P 
had fun," H(MT^^^sai,d'^^ 
^ l w ^ & l ^ J ? b ? | ^ ^ 
£th'c phiase "piL^()f^akct'No%nd(ewaiKlingf 
^ ^ ^ e s s j e & d ^ & h e ^ ^ ^ f e o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n ^ ^ ^ ^ 
* f?l*kn^( ^'lfffr(OTli^irrute^e"vhc;sJjo\\ed 
^b^r^XK)^^^fe rc r^ne t f a^ ram^^Ai«y 
S i h r i ^ n s ^ ^ ^ ^ g M ^ K & j m ^ ^ ^ p ^ ^ ^ ^ 
at their wedding, pulling double-duty — walk-
ing Mo's mother, Dulce, down the aisle and per-
forming the ceremony after he got her there. 
It was apparent to Larry early on what kind ,. 
of man Mo was becoming. 
,"He had a real hea|j||n}eet people's needs-: 
He was a loving, givin^^mmitted C h r i s ^ ^ ^ g 
Didyou^^lMo? Dr. Davja^^wles did. 
^ ^ j ^ j w a s always smiling, s^Ss'ihappy," 
Towles said. 
T o w l e s ; h ^ ^ ^ ^ y r | S p a ^ p i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^him'^cA rgif^cd^anguagtX™dc^t^^^<)ut'' -. 
any promptingi^^^^^fe^jS^^^^&^mng^ 
his feUow'stjjd^^^nybp^^lj^ask^^SiflM 
even sPme^^^^fi£<C^^te 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f a s a g°pdvs^u^e^^^g^^^^^^^^^ 
jttllul^i^f&mjn^^i 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ r o ^ p r ^ ^ ^ ^ h ^ ; 
pldes^HdfwHoVAgli j t r^^^0"^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p | w ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f e 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ h o ^ . ^ 
^ p ^ o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ g M i j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p l ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ o t f S l j 
g ^ ^ f t f f l a ^ q r S M B ^ s m q . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m o w .-
*hp ^rock^lUip^Hi^^i^^iitnJncyCT^^^^*^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g h ^ 
_ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r e s s i b ° n ^ ^ M \ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - -
p n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ G ^ ^ a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ T 
^ ^ ^ s ^ e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n ^ 
^^^CTjB^^^^^^^^^^^^g^^fehaSr; ^  
iiiiyiiiii 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ f f i p ^ ^ p ^ ^ ^ K j f e l p 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p ) f p 
^its|i^m^^t\'^^jca\ihg?f^^^^^^^CT()upJ^ 
^ o f j j i s ^ i g ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ Q ^ f s B ^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ v 
® ^ ^ ^ ^ r a ^ ^ 4 ^ | ^ g ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ u 3 t « f f l i i l T S ; ' 
^^^^^^^^Kg^^^^^^^^^^^^^S 
*"SpeCisflvNote Thd-daf* fhllowmg Mo\ y^ra^MWtW^^^Pf 
, Read a personal tribute to Moises Martins on A5 * , . 1 
jsedntiriued\from?A;1^| 
^ ^ ^ t a ^ t a p ^ ^ l h ; ^ ™ ^ ^ P ^ l t s | 
J^t* riife|)p\i ation^ind > ^ ^ ® h^stu"; 
rf^^^^U^^^^fd ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^fefeV^lM^nu^vl i^ tnc]^arc ! . 
^ p k ^ g t ^ ^ f h T e ^ E ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
igis^fe^iri?^s§i.il|^f!^^^^^'fr^ri^i 
^.sirii,aftiHlM™tiqfjl4«!3^^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y p i a were in the 
ftha^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M 
^ jumptd^mt^ th^ i i ^ )^^^^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ U e ^ ^ ^ ^ n ^ ^ a n j a y ^ ^ ^ ^ 
=-'^an*speal^N^p^Kw: 
^^^^^p^&k\ iny English from the 
/:*mpme*r5*\pu'stcp 1 nt(§^a\ 4f^ Jii1trK" 
v^R"a\\cal:^^*a\y^^i*OTjgSi!Jg,J)isf-i 
fj&|^ds$.$1!n^^^^^ 
^ § I ^ . ; ^ s ; ^ \ J[rcl^tie. sa\^yvitp a' 
^^TOyiTmilei^& 
t^^^is i jus j^^^l l remindepfe^^ 
^ ^ ^ l i i f i e s e s t u d e f i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ d ^ 
^^^rdduc t ion that^^ap^aras^f" 
$2oo,oob',t^rme, they.ai:e^^fflK| 
^.erSi^e-iday, regular pj|>pjfeg§|S 
^ ^ M l l e r moves from coaching^er| 
students to giving them exact i^p^^ 
• They will be in the hallway w h ^ ^ ^ 
- gunmen arrive on site. These stu-
dents will escape the building before 
the gunmen arrive although they will 
suffer injuries from colliding with a 
car on the road and from jumping 
out of classroom windows. 
Upon first receiving a call around 
10 a.m. that two gunmen are in the 
building, EMT and police will be-
lieve that the report is accurate. 
When they arrive on location, project 
coordinators will tell them that it is a 
drill, butrlrat they must act as if it is a 
; real-life sl^tion. 
The sejs|nd-wave of students, to-
taling o^pgfo'and composed of the 
other tealr^enter the moulage prep 
area by ^^^ .m. 
"I'm f^^oing to give you a lot of 
information because I want youtO 
react. Do what you would do in real 
^ ^ ^ R ^ ™ e ^ r e ® m ' g * o u ^ S i l d » 
^ ^ ^ u h s s p t l it tfc|[<*or*Sr^f^iw)-l 
|\ijg^fe%ourmom^'^ 
||||F|5|ftrf/m^ 
^ p ^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ f M f S n i p 
^jJtojtcj^fepOTj^ei^ajj^pJpsi^ 
goes off- a r ^ ^ M ^ b ^ ^ i r i ^ ^ ^ ^ 
cos tumed^^^l^^fr tey^rgtmrp 
^eal!;CYgJ^ipji|Mkv\ .Sre^^jTy'tH^; 
P^nrifefi^M 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t ^ d i h c W e ^ M i H e r says 
^ ^ ^ g r b u p . There will b e i ^ ^ ^ ^ 
M^^^S^^fe^C^Kth611 y°u 
^ p ^ ^ g r ^ 0 e f t h a t w a s ln.the/h^^ 
^^Mfe^^^ffi ids ' the smdeji^bS, 
^e|gra^ity of the skuatipift'foj^^ 
tj®0s, police a r f d ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p 
';sp.5fcticir>anhg-.fi^ ,r 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ h e n f e ^ ^ a ^ 
,bejpgtes,t^b\ fcderal>ana.^^;a^^ 
thorities^'sh^^ySi They are testing 
| | | | i lb i l i ty to take cai^of you in dire 
'circumstances.". 
After this second debriefing, the 
students wait until it is time for their 
| | | | r a 9 | | e exercise, 
v |n the adjoining room, Miller 
and a tean^p^^bther people hast-
ily design gun shot wounds, impaled 
shoulders and burns. 
Yellow patient #15 jsj having su-
perficial and partial thickness burns 
applied to her face, the burns coming 
to life with wax and some Vaseline. 
A warm mixture of gelatin and food 
cploring serves asHood. 
Sophomore Jessica McCaslin, 
soon to be a 17-year-old high school 
student, has plastic embedded in the 
side of her nose and right cheek. A 
purple powder, sprayed with water, 
looks like fresh blood and meanders 
in tiny rivulets down her face. 
"It looks nasty," McCaslin says af-
ter seeing the pictures. "I can't really 
smile either because it moves." 
For the next hour and a half, Mc-
.CsiasluTT/and'()'thcr^Snl3gnt^ fterjTii\ * 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p ^ ^ r f a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r a 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
'^r^d^injan^ah9>makx$p^ji>,j^j 
n^c^e"\tefjf?.tj3airtnc\ cxpc^tcib 
^/I^iJI%-lpi,us^t() kho,v\.;\\" hatAyd 
^ouia^3i'n^^.yifevas • nurses,^ one: 
;girUiipeCnT:^;;"^4;;J; " : 
'•- J^m)thei;ja.3"db.-"\ outKaje'tb.lcarn' 
b\ domg V^IhcrevonK sojmuch VHJ 
canjcMjub^utwr. * 
^By;Ai8^!i^:;jhe^gu 
;b^^kjUecj»b^y^%S^\v^ 
^ thehf is t^^wmMsjedul f^H^^ 
•pJo^^^MiUeMiumes her decorated 
^^msgg^^^ppbm 'and starts to 
. pburfake hl«xl puddles^the^flpojl 
while someone else drops empty shot 
gun s h e l l s l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ 7 ^ ^ & q w y b u can do a great act-
3ng*jp^|Millcr sa\s bct<>riOduckins 
»^&Sfeyouln a bit." 
After a loud bang, the room is 
back in play and the ai8i| |fi | | | | | 
with the noise of coughing and 
wailing, 
EMT • workers -enter and 
start to tag various victims 
based on the extent of their in-
juries. 
What most of the students 
do not realize is that 40 sepa-
rate victims', meant to duplicate 
each of them, are being simulta-
neously delivered to Lynchburg 
General Hospital. 
A CRA representative ex-
plains that the flow of communi-
cation between various depart-
ments is the biggest concern in 
exercises such as these. 
Although one student is for-
gotten in the room and dies as 
a result, project coordinators 
say it is part of the learning pro-
cess. 
"I learned the dynamics of 
how the teams work," says one 
^uni^canOT^p--; 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n g ^ a j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g 
|a^|c^^P^E^ralvsay%^^^e^™^P 
^Nfega^W|ing5h%>ffiEGise^^^^^^ 
^ f i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ e ^ r ® ^ S B q ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
;3l^pl^^p 
<*%* PbSsaS s 'jhc -dayJ&S3ccVjgootl^| 
| | |mqsuB§»^ 
v<T&frh\\ orhf• h\ impprtaht^ -N1 i s ^ 
»cpmrnur^ication^^tf^ 
-people i n t f M e ^ t h ' i n g ^ n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J 
W\Sj'A^iKitT^ 
JnKJie'p) cpai cd.how./Jidexp'lains;^^ 
1<jni\ey.£?-a\prq^c1^m^^ 
^^^^™s>^e^f|fiefing w t r t ^ ^ ^ J 
.sav>;^but^c'h^daUW^^t4UpJo^|a| 
| s i ^ ^ ^ g 
'^ Mganw hilc* ?studuit^^tn^t()rn^ 
Mofhes^^^gto^yd aces eat -sanS^ 
wiches1 with one of the gunmen'. 
Contact Jennifer Schmidt at 
jschmidt@liberty.edu. 
FINISHING TOUCH— Skin lacerations are apj | |§| | |§ 
pathan Crabtree's face before the e ^ ^ ^ g . ^ ^ ^ 
SPORTS 
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W Track dominates at home B4 
& • * & • ? . - " . " • ' " ' ' • 
^Qsin^nj^her'chapjg^ 
^EF|sipSf€<heififij;st;i'QuhdJexi^agi jthe Big Dance^ 
* tf ie Lady Flame's pJroyed tfij^ould hang w i f t i v • _ , • 
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 the best trus-sea'son BZ \ - . 
OLYMPIC WELCOMp"— Leah O'Brien-Amico shows off her medals to students during Friday's 
convocation se|||||0'Brien-Amico hosted the first annual Liberty spring Softball dink over 
I the weekend and was helped out by numerous members of the Lady Flames Softball team. 
Three-titT^pl^^c gqlifv 
medalist h « s softball c l i p 
By Miranda Fielder 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Three-time USA Olympic gold med-
alist softball player Leah O'Brien-Ami-, 
co and the Lady Flames softball team 
sponsored the first annual Liberty 
spring softball clinic oh March 29. 
O'Brien-Amico, who shared her tes-
timony in convocation on Friday, is 
from California. She played collegiate 
softball at University of Arizona under 
the coach of th Olympic women's soft-
ball team, Mike Candrea, from 1993-
1997. Helping the Wildcats win three 
NCAA Championships, O'Brien-Am-
ico holds the Women's College World 
Series record for batting average in 
one, tournament for batting .750 in 
1994. O'Brien-Amico has played soft-
ball since she was 7. She now coaches 
a high school team in California and is 
the mother to three children. 
The Liberty spring softball clinic 
consisted of 50 girls ages 8-16. Girls 
traveled from Tennessee to Pennsylva-
nia to attend the Saturday clinic. The 
Lady Flames • were introduced and 
placed into hitting groups for the girls 
to walk around and visit. Senior Ashley 
Williams was among those providing 
tips at the hitting stations, while senior 
Courtney Johnson gave lessons on 
fielding at one of the defensive stations. 
Hitting stations consisted of front . 
toss and soft toss, T-drills and bunting 
drills. Also, the girls learned waffle ball 
drills, and techniques. Each girl was 
able to receive one-on-one time with a 
Lady Flame softball player at each sta-
1.0'Brien-Amjco was also involved, 
Ivice. 
Defensive stations gave the girls an 
opportunity to receive one-on-one les-
sons from the infielders and outfield-
ers. Freshman Cassie Hendrix worked 
with the infielders and senior Shannon 
McKain spent time'with the outfield-
ers. Like the hitting stations, the de-
fensive stations were able to offer tips 
to the girls such as throwing correctly, 
attacking and blocking the ball, and 
having good communication. 
"Compete as a team, play hard, have 
fun, play with a purpose and, more 
importantly, play to praise God, and it 
will all work out," O'Brien-Amico said. 
• Contact Miranda Fielder at 
mbfielder@liberty.edu. 
t
sMS^I?[:C.t1M^iS^lifi 
iFRIDAYNIGHT LIGHTS— Liberty and Coastal Carolina squared off on Friday night under the brand new lighting fixtures that were erected last week at W 
| j j | j | l l >e early lead thanks to P.K.,Kl^Wo-ruri shot, but Coastal battled back in extra innings to daim a 5-3 victory, spoiling the first night game in Worthington Stadium history. 
•IjflyTKprrias Lourdeau 
^SPJOJ^TsfuEJ^RTERX^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p h o o l record 3,183 fans 
packed the stands and the many 
hills surrounding Williams Stadium 
on Friday night to watch the first 
ever night game in Liberty baseball 
-history, the team hoped-the large 
crowd would pio\id(.*jth'i booT>>t' 
needed for a team that had recently 
lost seven of their last 10 games in 
what has arguably been the tough-
est stretch of the season. 
A night game and a return to Wil-
liams Stadium after a five game hia-
tus looked to be just what the team 
needed in a roller coaster season 
Toman scratching his head. 
Despite the crowd, Coastal — 
which entered the contest ranked 
No/18 in the country — had other 
plans as they held on in extra in-
nings to hand the Flames a 5-3 loss. 
The lights looked great, the field 
looked great, and the guys played 
hard. Obviously you'd like to win 
your first home night game," said 
Aip^n,;who saw his team score two 
ij|mnlap;$ie first frame of the contest 
^jpllfffly one more in the next 10 in-, 
nings in front of a packed house. 
Shaky defensive play in the field 
also hindered the Flames, who had 
five errors in the extra inning con-
a team like Coastal and win," To-
man said. 
Things looked promising for the 
Flames in the first inning as Senior 
P.K. Keller belted a two-run home 
run over the right field wall. Two 
innings later, junior outfielder Tim 
Rotola scored after doubling and 
reaching third on an error when 
senior David Giarrimaresi lined a 
single to shallow right field. 
But that was it for Liberty, which 
could not cling to its lead despite 
stellar pitching performances by 
senior David Stokes and junior 
Dustin Umberger. Stokes earned 
a no-decision, going six innings and 
giving up two earned runs while 
Coastal Carolina scored its first 
run in the fourth inning as senior 
Tommy Baldridge toqk a Stokes 
pitch over the fence. 
An error and a wild pitcfrallowed 
Coastal to creep closer in the fol-
lowing inning without the benefit 
of a hit. 
In the sixth, Coastal Carolina 
freshman Scott Woodward led off 
with a double to right center, was 
moved over on a sacrifice bunt and 
scored on a sacrifice fly, knotting 
the score at three. 
See BASEBALL, B3 
that has first year head coach Jijfl-g&tp 
previous week in sports 
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Women's Basketball looking toward future after finishing season 28-4 
L.KS ScilOFKK 
SENIOR LEADER—Megan Frazee returns to the Lady Flames for her senior season 
next year as the newly crowned Big South Player of the Year and the No. 4 nil-time 
leading scorer in Liberty history with 1,387 points. 
By Jake Petersen 
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR 
"There's only so much you can do from 
the bench. All I could do was cheer." 
Those arc the words of junior forward 
Moriah Frazee, who could only watch 
from the sidelines as her Lady Flames 
were shown the door a little earlier 
than expected at the hands of the Old 
Dominion Monarchs in the first round 
of the Women's NCAA Tournament. 
Despite the first round loss, the Lady 
Flames did have a sensational season. 
Liberty racked up 28 wins on the 
season to just four losses, two of which, 
came against Atlantic Coast Confer-
ence (ACC) teams North Carolina (88-
67 and Virginia Tech (73-6H). Backed 
by the spectacular play of Big South 
Player of the Year Megan Frazee and 
a solid supporting cast led by sisters 
Moriah and Molly, the Lady Flames 
cruised through conference play and fin-
ished with an 11-1 record, the only blem-
ish coming against Winthrop. That 
loss came after Moriah went down for 
the season with a torn ACL. leaving a 
huge hole both on the offensive and 
defensive ends of the floor. The result 
sent Liberty into the final stretch of the 
season limping and licking its wounds. 
Bailed out by a last-second shot in the 
Big South Conference Tournament by 
Megan, Liberty squeaked by Radford, 
earning a No. 12 seed in the Big Dance 
and a duel with the 17-timc defending 
Colonial Athletic Association (CAA) 
Champion Old Dominion (ODU). ' 
But the injuries were too much to 
overcome. The void left by Moriah and 
junior Rebecca Lightfoot (who went 
down with a knee injury at the end of 
conference play as well) was exploited 
in their opening round loss to ODU, 
which went on to advance to the Sweet 
Sixteen. 
They were deeper than us, and fa-
tigue was definitely a factor," Moriah 
explained. "I think we would have had 
a better shot had Bccca and I been in 
the lineup because we arc mobile play-
ers, and our team loves to run up and 
down the court. It would have been in-
teresting to sec how things would have 
played out had we been healthy." 
After being picked to finish second 
behind Radford at the beginning of the 
season, the Lady Flames proved that 
they were tops in the Big South, hold-
ing opponents to 54.9 points per game 
and just 34.1 percent shooting from the 
field (which was good for second in the 
nation behind Connecticut) en route to 
its nth Big South title. Liberty used its 
height to its advantage all season, and 
with six players over six feet tall, the 
Lady Flames finished fifth in the nation 
by out-rebounding opponents at a plus 
10.2 margin. 
Individually, Megan finished tied 
for 26th in the nation with 18.6 points 
per game and tied for 27th with 9.5 re-
bounds a game as she collected her first 
conference Player of the Year award, 
complementing her six Big South Con-
ference Player of the Week awards. She 
also earned MVP Awards at the Na-
tional City Xavicr Invitational and the 
Lady Rebel Christmas Classic. The 
Lady Flames won both tournaments. 
From this year's squad, the Lady 
Flames will lose senior point guard 
Allyson Fasnacht, sparkplug Court-
ney Watkins and 6-foot-5-inch center 
Egle Smigclskaitc to graduation. The 
Flames boast a highly heralded recruit-
ing class, however, and with the return 
of Moriah and Lightfoot, they are 
the obvious favorites to repeat as Big 
South Conference champions and re-
turn to the Big Dance. 
As to how she and the Lady Flames 
will duplicate their stellar play next sea-
son, Megan said, "One of our assistant 
coaches said after we lost to ODU that 
we need to use this season as a building 
block for next season. I think that our 
program is in the process of becoming 
more and more established, and be-
cause wc will have six seniors on the 
team next year, all of us definitely want 
to go out with a bang." 
With all but three players returning, 
the sky is the limit for the Lady Flames 
next season. After battling through a 
grueling 28-win season, it is safe to say 
that this team has earned some time off 
for now. 
Contact Jake Petersen at 
jtpetersen@liberty.edu. 
Men's tennis avoids sting from Hornets, 
women's team continues its dominance 
By Jeff Scott 
SPORTS REPORTER 
The Liberty Flames men's ten-
nis team could not duplicate a suc-
cessful spring break tour of St. Lu-
cie, Fla.. losing to James Madison 
University (JMU) 5-2, while the 
women's tennis team picked up a 
victory against the Dukes 6-1. 
After their last matches in Flor-
ida against Norwood were can-
celled due to inclement weather, 
the two teams traveled to Harri-
sonburg, Va., for the inter-confer-
ence match up. 
The Lady Flames won in strong 
fashion, pushing its record to 9-3 
on the year. Liberty's No. 1 dou-
bles team of Jordan Jenkins and 
Ekaterina Kuznetsova shut out 
James Madison's Rebecca Frick-
son and Anna Khoor by the score 
of 8-0. 
Freshmen Stephanie Brown 
and Hannah Fick wrapped up the 
point in doubles play as they took 
out the No. 3 doubles. 8-3. 
The Lady Flames won five of 
the six matches with a Jenkins' 
rally in the No. 1 singles set, 6-4, 
6-3. It was also Jenkins' 12th win of 
the year. 
Kuznetsova only lost one game, 
defeating Khoor 6-0, 6-1. The 
matches were wrapped up with 
a Fabiaria Gouviea win in No. 6 
singles play as she defeated Ida 
Donner 6-0,6-2. 
The Lady Flames (9-3 overall) 
resumes play with a match against 
conference opponent High Point 
University next Tuesday at 1:30 
p.m. 
In men's action. No. 1 doubles 
team Sebastian Pcna and Ra-
fael Riso were beaten handily by 
Mike Smith and Jesse Tarr, 8-2. 
No. 2 doubles Jarda Trojan and 
Lcandro Schujmann lost a hard-
fought set to Brain Rubenstein 
and Carlin Campbell 9-7. The fi-
nal doubles match was edged out 
by Liberty's Chad Simpson and 
Juan Reyes against Jared Robin-
son and Yarslav Vo/ncnko, 8-6. 
The Dukes earned the point with 
the two wins. 
The Dukes also dominated in 
singles action, winning four of 
the six contests. Liberty did, how-
ever, pick up one of its two singles 
wins in No. 3 singles when senior 
Jarda Trojan came back from los-
ing all six games in the first set to 
beat JMU's Mike Smith in three 
sets, 0-6,7-6 (o). 10-6. Sophomore 
Juan Reyes also won. beating No. 
6 singles player Yarslav Voznenko 
7-6,4-6,10-6. 
On Friday the Flames matched 
up with the Lynchburg College 
Hornets on a beautiful Friday af-
ternoon. Liberty got back on track 
with a 7-0 blanking of the Hor-
nets. 
The No. 1 doubles pair of Pcna 
and Riso beat the Hornet duo of 
Kristian Richardson and Dan-
iel Civis to the tunc of 8-3. No. 2 
doubles Simpson and Schjumann 
capped the doubles point with an 
8-0 win. This was also the first 
time Justin Coache, a walk-on, 
played with the team. He teamed 
with Reyes to take the No. 3 dou-
bles 8-3 in his debut. 
Liberty won all six of its singles 
matches, with No. 1 Simpson and 
No. 5 Valdez not surrendering a 
single game. Reyes only gave up 
two games at the No. 4 spot, win-
ning 6-1, 6-1. Coache wrapped up 
his opening act with a win over 
Kyler Paluga in the No. 6 singles, 
6-2,6-1. 
The Flames (5-7 on the season) 
resume conference play on Tues-
day as they head to High Point 
University. The match is set to be-
gin at 1:30 p.m. 
Contact Jeff Scott 
at jdscott@liberty.edu. 
Softball splits 
against UNO 
By Miranda Fielder 
SPORTS REPORTER 
The first set of home games be-
tween the Liberty softball team and 
UNC-Greensboro came in the form 
of a doubleheader, bringing with it 
three home runs and a win for the 
Lady Flames. Liberty defeated the 
Spartans in its home opener 1-0. 
On March 25, the first game for the 
Lady Flames started off well. Junior 
Beth Bennett earned Liberty's first 
hit of the evening with a solo shot to 
center field in the bottom of the first. 
In the second, sophomore J'nae Jef-
ferson sent the ball over the left field 
fence for her first home run of the 
season and the first run of the game 
for the Lady Flames. Senior Ashley 
Williams and freshman Amber De-
pasquale each picked up one hit, giv-
ing the Lady Flames a total of four in 
the first game. 
Sophomore Dana Wheeler, who 
was the starting pitcher for Liberty, 
faced 23 batters and struck out four 
during six completed innings. Junior 
Sarah Ellis relieved Wheeler in the 
seventh inning, facing only four bat-
ters and striking out two of the four. 
The second game between the 
Lady Flames and UNC-Greensboro 
started off rocky for the home team, 
which eventually lost to the Spartans 
4-3. UNC-Greensboro plated the 
home opener 
•Greensboro 
first run in the top of the first with 
the Lady Flames committing an er-
ror and two wild pitches. Despite 
the slow start. Liberty bounced back 
with Bennett knocking in the first hit 
for Liberty once again with a double 
to center field. During the second 
inning, freshman Kecly McMil-
lon belted her first home run of the 
season over the left field fence. The 
next inning, Williams followed with 
a four-base shot of her own, knotting 
the game at two apiece. The Lady 
Flames collected a total of eight hits 
during game two, but the team was 
unable to pick up the win. 
Although Liberty went 1-1 in its 
first appearance at home, coach Paul 
Wetmore remained positive about 
his team. 
"It was great to get home after a 
long road trip to our home crowd," 
Wetmore said. "Wc continue to look 
for a consistent offense, but we are 
in the right direction with very solid 
pitching and good defense." 
The next games for the Lady 
Flames will be at home on April 2 
against James Madison University. 
Game one of the doubleheader is set 
to start at 2 p.m., followed by game 
two at 4 p.m. 
Contact Miranda Fielder 
at mbfielder@liberty.edu. 
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BASEBALL: Coastal Carolina takes two of three games 
TALLTASK — 
Senior pitcher 
David Stokes, who 
stands at 6'8" 
ushered in the 
first night game 
in Worthington 
Stadium's history 
by surrendering 
just seven hits and 
two earned runs 
over six innings, 
striking out seven 
in the 5-3 loss. 
AI.KX TOWERS 
BROWNSTONE 
PROPERTIES, INC 
Continued from B1 
The game stayed scoreless through the 
next five innings as the Flames were unable 
to plate runs despite numerous opportuni-
ties. 
"We have to do more offensively to get 
ahead," said Toman. 
Umbcrgcr took the tough-luck loss in the 
contest, going five innings and giving up two 
runs, none earned. 
"(Umbcrgcr) didn't deserve to lose," To-
man said. "He did all we can ask." 
In all, Liberty left n men on base, includ-
ing two opportunities with men on first 
and third with less than two outs. After an 
early offensive output, the Flames' bats were 
stifled by the collective efforts of the Coastal 
Carolina pitching staff, including prc-scason 
pitcher of the year Bobby Cagg. 
"(Cagg) threw really well, like we knew he 
could. That guy is a veteran." 
The next day, the Flames used a five-run 
third inning to out-slug the Chanticleers on 
Saturday aftcrn(X)n en route to a y-6 victory 
as freshman Jeff Jefferson singled with the 
bases loaded, plating two runs. The very 
next batter, junior Cody Brown, doubled 
down the line, earning two RBIs of his own. 
After advancing to third on a throwing er-
ror, Brown scored the final run of the frame 
thanks to senior Garret Youngs single up 
the middle. 
After the Chanticleers added a run of their 
own in the top of the fourth, the game was 
stagnant until the bottom of the sixth as the 
Flames added to their lead when Frrol I lol-
linger drove in two runners that had moved 
into scoring position via a sacrifice bunt and 
a single. 
After the teams traded runs in the eighth 
inning. Coastal managed one additional run 
off sophomore reliever Dane Beakler before 
being retired to end the game. 
Liberty's offensive struggles returned on 
Sunday afternoon for the rubber match of the 
scries as Coastal Carolina starter Nick.Mc-
Cully held the Flames to Just three hits and 
one run over eight innings. The only blemish 
vvus a Cody Brown home run to lead off the 
seventh. Coastal held off a late Liberty rally 
to win 2-1. 
Each of (Coastal (Carolina's runs came with 
two outs as they scored when Woodward 
laid down a perfect bunt single with runners 
on the corners in the second. Two innings 
later, Rico Noel knocked in \V(X)dward. 
who led off the frame with a double, with an 
RBI single. 
Liberty starter Ryan Page was solid, giv-
ing up two runs on 10 hits. 
Liberty (12-12; 1-2 BS( I) continues its home-
stand on April 1-2 against William & Mary (7 
p.m.) and Norfolk State (3 p.m.). respective-
ly, before traveling to Big South rival UNC-
Asheville tor a weekend series. 
Contact Thomas Lourdeau at 
tlourdeau@liberty.edu 
We Proudly Offer. 
• Single Family Homes 
• Townhomes/Apartments 
• Short Term Rentals 
• Optional Washer/Dryer 
• Call for current Specials 
Visit us online at 
istonepr(>perties.com 
For a complete listing 
of available properties. 
385-1025 
.1720 Old Forest Road 
inib@brownstoneproperties.com 
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Game 1: Saturday, March 29 
Coastal Carolina 5 (20-5,1-0 BSC) 
Liberty 3 (11-11,0-1 BSC) 
Score by Inning* 1 2 
c.01.1 0 0 
liberty 2 0 
Player 
Rotola, Tim CF 
Holllnger, Ecrol C 
Keller, P.K. RF 
Giammeresi, David IB 
Grijalva, Arron LF 
Feeley, Joseph LF 
Bream, Doug PH/LF 
Jefferson, Jeff DH 
Brown, Cody 3B 
Negron, Kenneth 2B 
Bussey, Tommy 2B 
Phillips, Aaron SS 
Stokes, David P 
Umberger, Dustln P 
TOTALS 
Pitching IP 
Stokes. David 6.0 
Umberger, Dustln 5.0 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AB R H RBI BB 
6 1 1 0 0 
6 1 2 0 0 
5 1 1 2 0 
4 0 3 1 1 
3 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0# 
5 0 0 0 0 
2 0 1 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
5 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
45 3 9 3 1 
H R IR BB SO 
7 3 2 1 7 
5 2 0 2 6 
10 
n 
H 
SO 
3 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
2 
2 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
13 
Ml 
3 
M 
Game 2: Saturday, March 29 
11 R H £ 
2 5 12 3 
0 3 9 5 
PO A LOB 
2 0 0 
14 1 4 | 
1 0 0 
6 0 0 
2 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 2 
0 0 4 
3 1 0 
1 2 0 
1 0 0 
2 2 1 
1 1 0 
0 1 0 
33 9 11 
8f 
39 
a <f 
Coastal Carolina 6 (20-6,1-1 BSC) 
Liberty 9 (12-11,1-1 BSC) 
Score by Innings 1 2 
Coastal 0 0 
Liberty 0 0 
Player 
Negron, Kenneth 2B 
Holllnger, Errol C 
Keller. P.K. RF 
Giammeresi,David IB 
Jefferson. Jeff LF 
Brown. Cody 3B 
Young, Garrett DH 
Rotola, Tim CF 
Phillips, Aaron SS 
Nicely, Clarence P 
Wilson, Andrew P 
Beakler, Dane 
TOTALS 
Pitching IP 
Nicely. Clarence 6.0 
Wilson, Andrew 2.0 
Beakler, Dane 1.0 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 2 0 0 1 1 1 
5 "l 0 2 0 1 x 
AB R II RBI BB 
2 0 0 0 1 
4 2 2 2 1 
4 1 1 0 1 
4 1 1 0 1 
5 1 2 2 0 
4 1 1 2 0 
3 0 1 1 1 
4 1 1 0 0 
4 2 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
34 9 11 8 5 
H R ER 88 SO 
9 3 3 6 6 
5 2 2 2 1 
1 1 1 2 1 
Game 3: Sunday, March 30 
R 
t> 
3 
SC 
0 
2 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
I I 
AB 
22 
11 
3 
H E 
15 2 
9 2 
PO A LOB 
7 2 t 
8 4 0 
7 0 3 
7 0 3 
2 0 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 0 3 
1 5 0 
0 2 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
27 13 8 
BF 
29 
13 
6 
Coastal Carolina 2 (21-6,2-1 BSC) 
Liberty 1(12-
Score by Innings 1 2 
Coastal 0 1 
Liberty 0 0 
Player 
Negron, Kenneth 2B 
Hollinger, Errol C 
Keller, P.K. RF 
Giammeresi, David IB 
Jefferson, Jeff LF 
Brown. Cody 3B 
Young, Garrett DH 
Rotola, Tim CF 
Phillips, Aaron SS 
Page. Ryan P 
Umberger, Dustin P 
TOTALS 
Pitching IP 
Page, Ryan 7. 
Umberger. Dustin 1J 
12,1-2 BSC) 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
AB R H RBI BB 
3 0 0 0 1 
4 0 0 0 0 
3 0 1 0 1 
3 0 0 0 1 
4 0 1 0 0 
4 1 1 1 0 
3 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
30 1 3 T T 
H R ER JKj SO 
10 2 2 1 4 
0 0 0 0 1 
R 
2 
1 
SO 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
3 
AB 
31 
6 
H E 
10 1 
3 3 
PO A LOB 
6 2 0 
6 2 0 
3 0 0 
7 0 3 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
4 0 2 
1 4 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
27 9 ~ T " 
JJF 
32 
6 
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Rocco leads Flames into first spring practice 
VINCENT BRIEDIS 
UNDER CENTER — Freshman quarterback Mike Brown prepares to 
throw during a spring practice session. 
By Eric Brown 
SPORTS EDITOR 
List season coach Danny Rocco and his 
staff led I jbcrty's football team to its first ever 
Big South championship, going undefeated ill 
conference play and brandishing a 8-3 record 
overall. This year's journey back to the title be-
gan with two days of drilling with no pads on 
Thursday and Friday, followed by a io a.m., 
Saturday morning practice in full uniform. 
The Flames spent the majority of the first 
evening of practice running drills within their 
individual positions and uniting as an entire 
team on two occasions according to libcrty-
flamcs.com. 
"At the end of practice. I told our guys that 
today felt like a first day." Rocco said, accord-
ing to libcrtyflamcs.com. "I lovvever. it was a 
good first day. I've been trying to emphasize 
to our players that we need to get off to a fast 
start." 
Senior running back and Big South Offen-
sive Player of the Year Rashad Jennings began 
his first day of the spring season spoiling a 
new number on his jersey. 
Jennings heads into his final season at Lib-
erty wearing the No. 23 rather than the tradi-
tional No. 3 Flames fans arc accustomed to 
seeing. 
On the second day of practice, the team got 
together for 11-on-ii drills, with senior quar-
terback Brock Smith completing nine-of-n 
passes during the session. Junior Spencer 
I Hindis and redshirt freshman Mike Brown 
joined the passing parade as well, each com-
pleting So and H5 percent of their passes, re-
spectively. 
I jhcrty possesses a considerable amount 
of depth this season at the running back po-
sition, leading the way for the backs is Jen-
nings, but behind him is a multitude of hungry 
young talent vying for a spot on the Flames' 
depth chart. 
"I've been pleased with the running backs in 
general," running backs coach Frank Hickson 
said. "We've been blessed with having some 
talent. I think that Rashad Jennings has a 
chance to make one heck of a statement about 
himself and also about Liberty football. With 
this being his senior season, this is going to 
be a great opening for him to show the world 
who he is." 
After two days of going through the mo-
tions, the Flames suited up in game day attire 
Saturday morning. The final day of practices 
focused primarily on blocking and tackling. 
In one particular session, the defense edged 
out the offense slightly, tackling six of the 11 
backs during the final part of the drill. 
With three of its 15 scheduled spring prac-
tices under its belts, the Flames appear very 
excited about the upcoming 200S campaign. 
I )espitc only practicing together for a couple 
of days, the team has shown its support from 
the sidelines as players root for those on the 
field during various scrimmages. At the con-
clusion of the Saturdays practice, Rocco 
recognized his team's excitement and hard 
work. 
"I liked what I saw out here today," Rocco 
said, according to libcrtyflamcs.com. These 
kids arc anxious to go out there and show us 
what they can do. Fvcryonc truly understands 
that they have to perform every day to keep 
their spot. I've challenged these guys to be at 
their best at all times." 
Under NCAA regulations, teams are per-
mitted to practice on 15 occasions under their 
own discretion over the course of the spring 
season. Liberty will continue to run drills for 
II of the 12 remaining practices, concluding 
with its annual spring game on April 19. The 
Flames' quest to achieve greatness for the sec-
ond straight yfcar continues on April 1, under 
the lights at Williams Stadium. Practice for 
the defending Big South champions is slated 
to begin at 7 p.m. 
Contact Eric Brown at 
eqbrown@liberty.edu 
McKoy propels Flames to second place finish 
ByWHILuper 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Friday morning, the Liberty men's golf 
team was enjoying some of the nicer spring-
time weather the Fast Coast has seen. On 
Sunday morning, their tee-time was delayed 
thanks to frost. Luckily, the Flames were 
able to stay hot despite the dreary clouds. 
Playing in the I .acrosse Homes Collegiate 
tournament this past weekend. I liberty was 
able to earn second place in the tournament 
against iS other teams. The team finished 
the tournament just two strokes behind 
Longwood University after shooting identi-
cal rounds of 300 on Saturday and Sunday. 
"It went pretty good." said senior Parker 
McCoy. "It was a little colder in the tourna-
ment than in the practice round, but it went 
alright. We finished second out of 19 teams, 
so we were right there." 
Being "right there" was in large part 
thanks to McCoy's play on Saturday, when 
he led the entire tournament shooting two-
under par. 
"My short game went really well," he said. 
"I was not hitting the ball as well as I usually 
do. but my putting and my chipping were 
really good. The majority of the birdie puts 
I had went in." 
Mc( !oy finished Saturday's play with tour 
birdies to offset only two bogeys through-
out the first iS holes. 
Unfortunately for the Flames, McCoy 
had trouble on the back nine of the course 
on Sunday afternoon. After playing a decent 
game all morning, he hit back-to-back dou-
ble bogeys on the 13th and 14th holes, giv-
ing him a three-over par 77 on the day. Still, 
his score was good enough for fourth place 
overall in the tournament. 
With McCoy's strong showing, and the 
team finishing second with 17 other teams 
behind them, the Flames know they can do 
better. Coach Jeff Thomas believes that his 
team is capable of making some noise in the 
Big South Conference, but it will take some 
improvement to get there. 
"We need to just shoot the basic stuff." 
Thomas said. "We had a lot of players com-
ing in at 74 and 75, but we need to get some-
one that can shoot at par or under it. There 
is definitely room for improvement." 
One of the things that will take some time-
is gaining that necessary experience of play-
ing for a team rather than individual records. 
Freshman David Jc got his first shot playing 
in a tournament with the team this weekend, 
coming in at eight-over par. 
"It was my first tournament in college," Jc 
said. "Before. I always played all by myself. 
Now it is scored as an entire team. I have 
to take care of every single shot I take for 
the team." 
Thomas agreed, speaking on the team's 
inexperience. 
"We had two freshmen and two sopho-
mores here," he said. "For (Jc), it was his first 
collegiate tournament, and for the other, it 
was only his second." 
Considering that the Flames starting 
team is limited to five players, McCoy is one 
of only a few players with more than two 
years.of experience playing in Big South 
Tournaments. 
"Our ultimate goal is to win the Big 
South," McCoy said. "I think we can only 
improve through tournament play. Quali-
fying is pretty competitive in and of itself. 
When people get tournament experience, it 
will help us get to our goal." 
The Flames return to the links next week-
end when they compete in the Ironwood 
Pirate Intercollegiate, hosted by Eastern 
Carolina University. The next weekend 
they head down to Raleigh to compete in 
the Wolfpack Invitational, hosted by N.C. 
State. 
"We will continue to improve and gain 
confidence," Thomas said. "We can figure 
out weak spots in our game and try to im-
prove those areas. We are trying to prepare 
tor the Big South." 
Contact Will Luper 
at wluper@liberty.edu. 
No. 20 Flames dominate Liberty Collegiate Invitational 
By David Hunt 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Just looking at the results from Saturday's 
home track opener, most fans would probably 
breeze right over his name, never once stopping 
to take notice of a wealth of wins or a national 
qualifying time — because he did not earn cither. 
Senior Luke Garvey placed seventh in the dis-
cus, and it is not so much the distance he threw 
(130 feet, 10 inches), but the distance that he has 
traveled in the past two years that makes his per-
formance spectacular. 
Garvey returns from a hiatus away from Lib-
erty after competing for the Flames over the 
course of his first two years of college, 2004 and 
2005. 
Due to finances, he had to step away and at-
tend Century Community College in Minnesota 
— a school without a track program. It left him 
with no opportunity to train and no thoughts of 
competing seriously ever again. 
"It was tough because I really loved it here," 
Garvey said. "I worked while I was at the com-
munity college as a groundskeepcr on a golf 
course. It paid the bills." 
Now, Garvey is back, and, after a semester 
concentrating on schoolwork, he has once again 
donned a red and blue singlet with the hope of 
regaining the form he once held as a sophomore. 
"I didn't do as well as I wanted," Garvey said, 
"but I've only thrown the discus outside three 
times since April 2006, so I know I can improve 
on this."* 
Garvey has a lot of company in the throwing 
department at Libert)' as fellow senior Clcndon 
Henderson took first overall in the home opener 
with a national best throw of 193-4. Henderson 
won by 15 feet. 
Freshman Clarence Powell showed Liberty 
track enthusiasts what the future looks like with 
an out-of-this-world leap of 50-6 1/4 in the triple 
jump — smashing the school record in the pro-
cess. Powell was joined by junior Matt Parker 
in the jumping portion of the meet, as Parker 
soared to a 6-10 3/4 inch height in the high jump 
and doubled back to zip through the 110-hurdlcs 
in 14.49 seconds. 
Off the field, the Flames took to the track in 
blazing fashion, led by fleet-footed junior Phil 
Ixinewcber, who won four events outright. 
Leincwcbcr won the 200-mcter (21.65), the 400-
mctcr (48.27) and was a part of the victorious 
4x10 100 relay and 4x10 400 relay squads. 
Other victories on the men's side included 
freshman Kolby Shepherd (pole vault. 15-11) and 
junior Jordan McDougal (3,000-metcr steeple, 
9:23). 
"A day like today shows why it's great to be a 
Liberty athlete," freshman Tristyn Olson said. 
The Lady Flames had a few top performers as 
well, with junior Andrea Becklcs shining bright-
est. Beckles took first in the 100-meter race with 
a personal best of 11.96 seconds and finished 
third in the 200-mcter race (25.05). Senior Char-
lene Hibbcrt won the women's 200-metcr trial 
in 24.68. 
In the distance events, <i pair of freshman took 
to the top of the podium. Kati Albright won the 
1,500-meter in 4:34 while Daeia Bushman won 
the steeplechase in 11:40. 
Other winners on the women's side included 
freshman Mia Aghaji (triple-jump, 36-101/2) and 
junior Emily Fundcrburke (pole vault, 9-6). 
"The goal is to honor Christ in everything wc 
do, onlnd off the field," Garvey said. "I think we 
did a good job of doing that today." 
Garvey, who now has his "first" meet under 
his belt so to speak, looks forward to all that is 
planned for him this season and beyond. 
"I'm just excited to be back," Garvey said. "I 
don't think I could have asked for more." 
Garvey and the rest of the Liberty squad now 
prepare for the upcoming weekend where three 
meets in three different parts of the country will 
grab the attention of individual athletes. Flames 
runners, jumpers and throwers will head out to 
the Duke Asics Invitational, the Texas Relays 
and the North Carolina AT&T Murray Necly 
Invitational. 
Contact David Hunt 
at dhunt@liberty.edu 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
For Sale 
Totally Remodeled 3 
bedroom 2 bath home 
with full basement in 
Lynchburg. 10 min-
utes to LU 144900.00 
Call Sandy @ 841-3176 
Blanks Properties, Inc. 
For Sale 
Totally Remodeled 
3 Br 1 bath home in 
Campbell Co. 10 min-
utes to LU. 139900.00 
Call Sandy @ 841-3176. 
Blanks Properties, Inc. 
# 0 buyatoyota.com 
• N O T ALL C U S T O M E R S W I L L QUALIFY . CUSTOMERS RECEIVE $ 4 0 0 FROM TOYOTA TOWARDS LEASING OR FINANCING THE PURCHASE OF NEW UNTITLED TOYOTA MODELS THROUGH PARTICIPATING TOYOTA 
DEALERS AND TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES. SEE DEALER OR VISIT WWW.T0Y0TAFINANCIAL.COM/FINANCE FOR DETAILS. COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE OR TERMINATION AT ANY TIME. 
WANTYOUR 
ADHERE? 
434.582.2128 
TUESDAY, April 1,2008 
I tp True interactivity is not about clicking on icons or downloading files, it's about encouraging communication. 
I J I y ^ . / Annp Morrow Lindbergh 
Professor Auri Jones talks summer camp, PCC and writing 
AMENALME ADDICTION — An avid 
Arid $ * * » , professor Auri Jones 
never turns downan opportunity to 
go WWng, rafMnf or rock dimbing. 
By Kerah Kemmerer 
LIFE REPORTER 
Auri Christophe Colin Jones is a 
first year professor at Liberty. /\s an in-
structor in audio/Video production in 
the communication studies department, 
Jones has a passion for life and learning. 
He emphasizes that he always strives to 
grow as a person and encourages his stu-
dents to work hard, do their best and live 
life to the fullest 
As a 2005 graduate of Pcnsacola 
Christian College, Jones' college years 
were a bit more repressed than those of 
Liberty students. 
He stayed busy focusing on his 
Broadcast Communications major and 
Journalism and English minors, howev-
er, and completed his masters degree at 
Libert)' in 2007. He has been employed 
through Liberty since 2007. 
PiurmPKoviiiKi) 
Jones seeks to have a personable rela-
tionship with his students and help them 
in any way possible. He is known to give 
out his cell phone number or screen name 
just to make sure students can contact 
him easily for questions they might have 
concerning school or life. 
Having worked at asummer camp for 
. 10 years, Jones has become proficient in 
various activities. He has taught video, 
basketball, mountain boarding, circus 
and trapeze to the kids as well as provid-
ing them with spiritual counseling. He is 
willing to try anything new and is always 
ready to step out of his comfort zone. 
Eager to be outdoors in the sunlight, 
Jones settled down in the campus court-
yard to share his thoughts on life and 
learning as well as how God is fulfilling 
his passions. 
CHAMPION: Where were you bom 
and raised? 
HOp 
College Time; 50% off all 
entrees with student ID 
F.very Tuesday and Thursday 
6 am - 12 am 
, (with drink purchase) 
NOW HIRING!!! 
fail and pan time positions available 
JONRS! I was born in (Columbia, Md., 
July 13. I0S4 — raised there for about 
15 years of my life and that's what I call 
home. I have one sister who is 12 years 
older than I am. I felt like I was an only 
child because she moved out when I was 
only six. She and I aren't the closest, but 
I love her to death. 
CHAMPION: What do you admire 
about your parents? 
JONES: I grew up like the regular 
Christian church boy. I was there when 
the church doors opened and there when 
they closed. So my parents were always 
very active in the church and staited a 
few churches. They arc missionaries 
now. All my friends would say that my 
parents were intimidating, and I kind of 
admire that 
My mom is very blunt — very outspo-
ken — and my dad is a jokestcr. I kind of 
have both of their personalities. I'm very 
sarcastic and very blunt. Sometimes that 
gets me into trouble. But I admire their 
strength as a couple because it helped 
them not only in their marriage but also 
in their ministry. 
CHAMPION: What was your child-
hexxi ambition? 
JONES: I had a lot of ambitions as a 
child. I wanted to be a pilot because I 
love the aspect of flying and just being in 
the air. Also, I toyed with the idea of be-
ing a missionary. That was always kind 
of a battle because I felt like I should be... 
but I didn't quite have the calling. Then 
in high sch(x)l I found out that God had 
definitely called me to work with youth in 
some aspect. I knew I wanted to get into 
communications, but youth ministry was 
my deepest calling and my passion - still 
is. 
I also thought it would be ax>l to be 
Santa Claus. Still, to this day, if I could 
have a job as the real Santa Claus, I 
would do it in a heartbeat. It is just the 
idea of going around the world and giv-
ing people gifts and watching their ex-
pressions. It is kind of cool. 
CHAMPION: What arc some of your 
favorite childh(xxi 
memories? 
Jones: Most 
of my best memo-
ries come from 
the camp I went 
to and worked 
at for about 10 
years. There arc 
so many stories 
from Camp Sandy 
Cove in West Vir-
ginia — whether it 
be getting chased 
by black bears in 
the woods, lead-
ing a kid to Christ 
or even them just 
amazing me with 
their knowledge 
and passion to love 
Ccxi. 
One of the 
most memorable 
times was when I 
went on a three-
week Leadership 
in Training (LIT) 
trip to be a camp 
counselor. It is 
about 75 miles of 
canoeing in the 
Delaware River, 
80 miles of hiking 
the, \ppalachian' I Vail and a week offOCk 
climbing in C >anada. It was a tough trip, 
but it was a great experience, I've never 
been in that grxxi of shape before, and to 
lie out in nature always appealed to me.... 
That's where God reaches you - being 
out away from everything else but his cre-
ation. 
(!l lAMPION: You completed your un-
dcrgrad at Pcnsacola Christian College 
(PCC). I>>youhavcanythingyouwould 
like to share about that experience? 
JONES: Good old PCC. Everyone 
has heard rumors about the strictness, 
and it is mostly true. We don't have the 
separate sidewalks for girls and guys. 
We do have separate elevators and 
staircases. Girls had it harder because, 
for safety reasons, they couldn't go off 
campus if they were under 21 unless in a 
group of three or more girls went. They 
couldn't even talk to a guv off campus. 
No DVDs what* lever. 
Liberty students complain about no 
rated R movies, and we could have noth-
ing. We had to listen to hymns and clas-
sical music. 
keep our minds sharpened to keep teach-
ing. 
Again, my calling is youth and I want 
to do that and I miss it so much right 
now. 
( A lAMPION: I lowdoyoucnjoyspcnd-
ing your time outside the classroom? 
J0NES1 Two things you can define me 
as: I am a thrill-seeker, and I am sponta-
neous. I love the outdoors, so if I can go 
hiking, or raiting or rock climbing. III do 
it. Random things will popup. 
I can also be a loner. I love just read-
ing, and writing is my passion — stories 
and poetry, and I have a blog that I keep. 
Writing is one of my favorite pastimes 
and a stress reliever. I published a bunch 
of poems when I was younger in some 
anthologies. 
I wrote a 400-pagc story that Rx>k me 
two and a half years, but my hard drive 
got fried, and it got erased. I still remem-
ber the story. Part of it — if you listen to 
the Angel Kails podcast — part of the 
radio-drama is based off of that story. I 
1( rve writing scripts and such. 
CHAMPION: Have you done much 
"Christ went to the cross knowing that there were 
people that weren't even going to care what he did, 
yet he still did it for them. That's true love, and that's 
the kind of love I want to show." 
People ask why I went there, and I tell 
them it was my last choice...it was (Jod. 
He made everything else fall through ex-
cept for that. I really don't understand 
still why he had me go there. I'm sure it 
will come sooner or later. 
CHAMPION: Did you struggle with 
rebellion when you were there? 
JONES: Oh yes! My personality is that 
I am a devil's advocate. I would come 
up with the ideas and let other people 
do them. I was always afraid as a kid of 
getting caught, but I wanted some kind 
of experience so I would always come up 
with the ideas and convince other people 
to do it. So, I guess I am more of a ma-
nipulator. Imagine me as a kid. 
G lAMPION: And what kind of things 
did you do? 
JONES: I guess I can admit this. This 
is from camp where I came up with an 
interesting punishing system. This one 
week I had these rowdy kids whose par-
ents said they flit sorry for me. I said not 
to worry, I would take care of them. I got 
the kids together and told them my pun-
ishment system is this: "If you mess up in 
any way, I will give you a swiiiy." 
The first kid that messed up, I gave 
him a swiiiy. After that, when they 
messed up and saw me coming they 
would go into the bathroom and give 
themselves a swiriy. 
Cl lAMPION: What goals are you cur-
rently pursuing? 
Jones: I'm using my time here at I jl> 
city' and the advantages of having stu-
dents to learn. As a teacher in general, 
you never stop learning. As a human be-
ing, you never stop learning, no matter 
what position you are in. 
We do a lot of projects in the TV and 
radio practicums, and people think the 
projects are just for us here. But it is for 
the students as well as the professors so 
that we can keep gaining experience and 
traveling? 
JONES: I have traveled very few places. 
I have gone on missions trips to Ethiopia 
and Asia. I've been to Canada and a lot 
of places in the United States. 
CHAMPION: Are there things you 
know now that you wish you had known 
when you were younger? 
JONES: I think there are things that 
I had known when I was younger that 
I wish I knew now — especially spiritu-
ally.. You always hear about the faith of 
a child, and I feel that my faith as a child 
was so much more real because God was 
"amazing." My mom said I used to look 
up at the ni(x>n every night before bed 
and say good night to the ni(x>n and to 
God. Sometimes 111 think about it, and 
the things that should amaze us don't 
anymore. I wish and 1 pray and I hope 
that I have these things I had as a kid that 
drew me and gave me the passion so that 
I will giovv even more. 
Ci lAMPION: Do you have any advice 
you would like to share? 
.It >NES: You are going to live in a place 
that I calPunaware" where there arc times 
you aren't going to sec what Cod is doing 
— you're not going to sec what's happen-
ing. You're not going to know what the 
next step is. but that's the whole point of 
faith. Me is sovereign in the thjngs you 
can't sec and the things you can sec. 
I jove is not love without sacrifice or 
threat of sacrifice — otherwise it's just 
selfishness. Christ went to the cross 
knowing that there were people that 
weren't even going to care what he did, 
yet he still did it for them. That's true love, 
and that's the kind of love 1 want to show. 
Whether it be to my students, the people 
I work with, the people that annoy me t< > 
death or even the guy on the street 
Contact Kerah Kemmerer at 
kkemmerer@liberty.edu. 
Official Pizza of liberty Flames Athletics 
Domino's Pizza 
Student Value Menu only - $7.99 
#1 One l irgo Cheese or 1 Topping Pizza coupon code 9601 
#2 One Helium 2-Topning Pizza a a 20oz. Coke coupon code 9602 
#3 One small 1 Topplnp Pizza a Any Broad Side Ron coupon code 9603 
#4 Choose aay three Bread sides coupon code 9604 
#5 Two Small Choose Pizzas coupon code 9605 
#6 One X-Large Brooklyn Stylo Cheese Pizza coupon code 9606 
#7 Ine Small Specialty Pizza coupon code 9607 
Located on Fort Ave. next to CVJ 
I HOP is o p e n 24/7 
ORDER 
Sunday Thursday 10 30am lam 
Friday a Saturday 10 Mam - 2aa 
I l lUOl UlllUlv VfWW>HUIHI!lll«*vVlbl 
434-237-7788 
5501 fort Ave 
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V^-%.r|t^c^Gla/r!§Melsj "at».^ 
" cvrgelsi@hb|rtyedu 
• aB^^rey:Blaiikerns^i|jSi|! 
t^lFEi'REijORrER f^* 
^^^M5e^^»3itack]es life with a gen-
uine eagemessaMliMthiri God's pur-
- poses, A vocalist ori'thjplarnpus Praise 
^Ba^^goy^^i'upBeat-pSople-person 
with a 'smile^^ricourage friends and' 
*^CT^^p|abKepHer enthusiasm spills 
over into all aspects of her life,.includ-
^^^^^^^^^^Khe fa fhva l of spring 
and baseball season. '. 
^^^feefhot weather; spring and be-
fflfflS|.h'at&seball^^^^^^^^^M 
; M o l e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ c f t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ w d ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S 
^^ f f lp l ^^c^^^M a ' r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B | 
^ | n ^ s ^ ^ f f i « ^ ^a^^^TOesg^H 
^ ^ ^ c ^ ^ ^ ^ p c t e . Singing eye^^Sf 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ) i n g that I reaUy^Jj^^p 
, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p l love worship-mSsijfc. 
;^.M|[eading people to the throncJ|B 
' f^^^Kh&yiever been a n j ^ ^ ^ ^ 
fe^^^^^p:*an 9a^^",S'^^^^ 
fe^r^^b^^ppltunitA. kihd™ht^g 
^m^^^^Mete . " ' "* J 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ graduating scnjwgarffl| 
' h ' a f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j b c m tcOT'iep'ahtWcA' 
^years^She first traveled wi th^ l^^^p 
»j'|t^jjeam,Exodus before joining the 
,\G%pus?Pra]s£ Band and has'.sec^ 
God use both opportunities to stretch, 
ifflM^. and teach her about the body 
tB^p^feand Christ himself. 
'>^liiilrGW t n i s IS exactly,_where God 
»Hi^^l to be," Boyd said. "It was con-
firnnWon the first day that 1 came." 
She loves what she does and works 
*<to^%cpjya.'fresh, ,t()cused^pp/spjeui\ c'' 
Every d a y i B | g | M d 4 y ^ ^ a ^ ^ ^ ^ S 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p l a y s ^ i n her car astslfe.fe^ 
^^Ms^pself why s h e ^ s j ^ ^ ^ ^ 
"People ask^e, 'Doesn't it getjmojf 
riotonous of old, doing seven 'services 
^pelfwlelc!1'," Boyd sai^^."I just keep 
^renewing my pe r spec fe^^M^^^^^ 
daily decision to allosf^lfefresh." 
. She believes that^ ft!u1|ef is.her av-
i ^ ^ ^ ^ a d b r e the Lord'and give back 
to him, butsj|||ppgfjiies that worship 
involves all of life. 
iSffi^S5^^^ffl@t^us^^uste4^M& 
^ ^ ^ M ^ n ^ ^ ^ m i R r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r a ^ 
^ ^ w i l ^ l h g l m ^ ^ i l ^ ^ S ^ e ^ ^ 
^ M ^ r ^ ^ ^ c ^ p j ^ e ^ ^ M h g ^ ^ ™ g J 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M n i s t r ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r a e e s : : 
| b ^ u g h T k h ^ ^ ^ l f e r ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . * 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ c t r rhan^UspisP^rjeuW'toy 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p i i eas of 'mlisi,can^jmnystrv|f 
!§lj||rayofs in rLligi()n'_\\^ wa:sp^Sm1iAa;ti 
;|^oijfrj^yomen's minis^^f^la|miijcir-j 
I^^^pceci myself, "Who am I going to 
^ ^ ^ ^ i t o t h e most?' Women. "What 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i v e l y ministei 5 Ciocl\„ 
| | | | | | | | $ b y d said. 
^ ^ ^ M s t r y has already played a large 
^ ^ ^ ^ p y d ' s life. She spent th"c^p%i.: 
•rfojtir summe^ leading campcrs| |mr^ 
Georgia Baptist Convention's Super-
^<jw<^and Impaa campsian'd Has?tfav-;,„ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S s l i b r i ^ i p l ^ ^ p a i n , North 
I ^ ^ C o s t a Rica and|^ Tojcocofj:^v 
Boyd wants to be seen as asfRead-.-
^pyeppels m-love daughter,'wltfuhci 
father (God)," and sKe^esV^^oSj^ 
ishher own personal rcl^ 6nship"\vVthf" 
-Christ A recent trip to" Israel showed 
her just how trustworthy God is. 
?4V'4^j^^g^'Ka^^cm.Israel^uj^^ 
^v^^d^^^aifi^JBoyd s a o ^ M S a ^ H 
to^t awayAonusradXaljtr^^pect oM 
God's faitf irulf^^ffl i^^^^^pa^^H 
for me/m'th*at frip:,jde2fjas.K^ 
for thousands and;tnQusan*c%BByJs^H 
?WiyVck^t^ 
points in life?^^^&lie^farthMyan"d^ 
the word of G o d ' i s . t i ^ ^ S 
This summer lands*^^aG&j |p^ l 
hometown ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
down after graduation and spend time 
with her family. Her parents are her 
a§^fi^^^^%!|Bd^er».n^oyejr^^^ 
' ^Eanf f l^ l s .^ \^ r tMn^ |o^nc^^ ; M 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ O T ^ ^ ^ S 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M i n ^ ^ ^ ^ 
[s^^^^peauie^^^w^ime^OOT^M 
/£>-jf ^ u V ^ j f i e ^ ^ ^ p ^ i P r ^ ' ^ ^ n 
a Chick-fil-A|rop^^^^^i€;I'ni from. 
Geo||3£Lvah^y^raa1^cra0 my sweet -
•tea,S»^Qy^^d ^ t h ^ p g n f f ^ t * 
Her jour^Mgj?f^p*rispired seven | 
s o n g s ^ s p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f e ^ c t e n i ; / 
^^a^-^an^vs'fbfc^I^-WCF'-Kim 
rffva\^<J^^inu^iW^^asljyiUe^^ 
thoug^e^lfea'^JifeiC'f^^f^wKl^ 
• j t E ^ ^ 
"My numbe^p^jSdrosVfiltdffjgy 
s o n ^ ^ & r - C ^ ^ S ' ^ B o ^ ^ a i ^ ^ -
th()itbarfdsbLii.fa^^f^^bqu'c^ing^ 
brjiniqnpl^ o") d', fe3^^h*e^if^4^ieat£ 
X ^ ^ c C o ^ B ^ ^ ^ 3 ' s ^ ^ l ' l 
anblankenship@liberty.edu. 
